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In this body of work I attempt to discuss transformation on three levels: material, 

concept, and expression.  The sculptures created for this thesis were inspired by the 

physical characteristics of stone as a material as well as by the scientific study of stones 

as geologic specimens.  The third influence was the Chinese practice of selecting and 

displaying stones as “Gongshi” which translates as “Scholars’ Rocks.” 
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INTRODUCTION 

I grew up in Muskegon, Michigan along the shore of Lake Michigan.  Early on in life I 

was drawn to objects and began collecting stones and buying them from the local, “Rock Shop.”  

There was not a specific method or intent to what I was collecting, I was simply gathering 

objects that seemed peculiar or were interesting.  The Michigan coastline is covered with many 

varieties of stones that were left behind by glaciers.  As the glaciers melted, these stones became 

part of the terrain.  The Michigan landscape provided me with a large variety of stones to collect 

and “The Rock Shop” had many stones that seemed even more odd because they were 

unfamiliar, rare, and felt important.  It occurs to me now that I was looking for stones that had 

sculptural properties such as unusual balance, interesting color, contrasting values, or textures.  

This early hobby reemerged as a major influence during my graduate studies. 

 “Scholars’ Rocks” or “Gongshi” is a Chinese Tradition that dates back to literati artists 

of the Song Dynasty.  The practice involves collecting and quarrying stones that meet specific 

aesthetic criteria including, Shou (thinness), Zhou (wrinkling), Lou (hollowness), and Tou 

(transparency).  Selected stones were cleaned, polished, and displayed on wooden bases as 

objects of aesthetic contemplation and appreciation.  An old Chinese saying states, “A garden 

without scholars’ rocks cannot be beautiful, and a room without a scholars’ rock lacks elegance.”  

These rocks have ties to religions such as Daoism, Confucianism, and Buddhism because of the 

meditative/ contemplative aspects of viewing them and the obvious reverence for nature.  

Another interesting term used when describing these objects is, “Quai Shi” or “grotesque 

stones”.  This alludes to the fact that these rocks’ value lies in their oddity and rarity. 

Combining elements and principles of design with Chinese concepts of aesthetics has led 

to creating this body of work.  Hollowness (Lou), transparency (Tou), and thinness (Shou) work 
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in conjunction with form, line, and balance, to create sculptures referencing both approaches.  

The sculptures contained in this thesis are separated into three categories, “Geological 

Impressions”, “Scholars’ Rocks”, and “Outdoor Sculpture”.  Each section focuses on concepts, 

aesthetic criteria, its’ purpose, as well as process descriptions.  Visually, there are major 

differences, but not conceptually. 



 

 

SECTION 1: GEOLOGICAL IMPRESSION 

 This section approaches sculpture from a geological interest.  This is not an in-depth 

scientific study, but expresses a personal affinity towards geological oddities for their sculptural 

properties.  Geodes and my childhood interest in them are the influence for these works.  

Geological specimen display and “Scholars’ Rock” display are interpreted because of their visual 

differences.  I have combined my interpretation of these stones and transformed them into 

sculptures that explore these two very different display mechanisms.   

 The “Empty Geode” series addresses my response to the significance of geodes, 

stemming from my childhood fascination in them.  Geodes’ first caught my attention at a young 

age because of the crystal formation on the interior while the exterior didn’t seem to have much 

value and I viewed it as a simple casing or a shell.  I now find myself equally interested in the 

texture on the exterior of geodes.  This led me to question the significance of a geode missing the 

interior or an, “Empty Geode.”  I discovered “Scholars’ Rocks” while researching for an Asian 

Art History course.  These objects immediately captivated me and I saw a correlation to my 

childhood collection and began this investigation using the geode as a motif.  A geode missing 

its’ interior relates to “Scholars’ Rocks” because it could be viewed as a geological oddity or 

“grotesque stone” (qua shi) that emphasizes “Lou” (hollowness) and “Shou” (thinness).  

 Combining these concepts, I began a series of sculptures.  Literal interpretation of geodes 

later developed into the concept of an “Empty Geode”.  All works were modeled in wax, cut 

apart, and cast as separate sections in bronze and iron.  I used the lost wax method and the molds 

were made from resin-bonded sand.  Composition and display mechanisms change throughout 

the series but the inspiration for the work is my questioning of the significance of an “Empty 
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Geode.”  The change in display and bases are a reaction to differences I observed between 

geological specimens, “Scholars’ Rocks”, and sculptures.   
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EMPTY GEODE 

“Empty Geode” is a bronze sculpture that was cast and displayed in two sections.  The 

form is highly textural and looks similar to the exterior of a geode.  A dark patina was applied to 

the exterior with green areas, which look like lichen or moss growing on the rock.  The interior 

contains flat walls where the form was cut, with small circular openings in the middle.  The 

walled-off areas were polished to accentuate the golden color of the bronze and have dotted 

patina patterning and color.  This high contrast draws the viewer inside where they find the small 

openings in the walls that leads to the white, painted interior without any crystal formations.  

This pushes the idea of hollowness (Lou) and feels somewhat unexpected.  The two pieces are 

displayed on a tall Sassafras wood cylinder with a second small layer of darker stained wood, 

split into two.  Presentation in this manner emphasizes the importance of the sculpture and 

accentuates the fact that there are two parts.  The pieces are offset from one another to show the 

contrasting values and display enough space to give visual access to the empty interior.  This 

display mechanism combines elements of sculpture bases and “Scholars’ Rock” bases.  The 

wood contrasts the form in value but relates in size, while not distracting from the sculpture 

itself.  
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PLATE 1    “EMPTY GEODE” 

BRONZE AND SASSAFRAS WOOD            11”x 6” x 6” 
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EMPTY GEODE II 

Unlike the other “Empty Geode” sculptures, this sculpture references geological 

specimen display.  This sculpture is divided into three sections, much the way natural geodes are 

treated.  Instead of adding a crystal texture to the interior, the open sides of each section were 

walled- off with a small opening to expose the empty interior.  Painting the interior voids black 

leaves the viewer to focus on the textural exterior.  Simple, black painted wood bases were used 

to separate the three forms from what they sit on, change their heights, and call attention to their 

separation.  This display mechanism negated the aesthetic considerations dealt with in the other 

works in this series and focused on the objects themselves as geological specimens.  The middle 

section is bronze while the others are iron.  This was done for a change of color and relates to the 

idea of a geodes’ importance being in the middle, with the more expensive and traditional metal 

being placed there.  “Empty Geode II” is a very different from the other sculpture in this section 

because of its’ scientific display, the use of three sections, and the use of two metals.  
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PLATE 2     “EMPTY GEODE II”  

IRON, BRONZE, AND PAINTED WOOD        6”x14”x4” (VARIABLE) 
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EMPTY GEODE III 

 This piece focuses on hollowness (Lou), but thinness (Shou) is also evident in the 

openings on the walls.  Where a texture is expected on the interior, the viewer is confronted with 

“Lou”.  The exterior is highly textured and uses green to brown patinas to set up a 

complimentary color relationship with the red, Padauk wood base.  The textural and colorful 

outside surface is broken by the cut in the form.  The curved cut and the added walls are polished 

bronze, surrounding the black void of the interior.  The upward opening was achieved by casting 

the forms as two separate pieces, and then reconnecting them by welding them together at the 

bottom. 

Like “Empty Geode”, “Empty Geode III” used a base similar to “Scholars’ Rock” bases.  

The “exotic” wood was cut into an oval, slightly elevated by small feet, and finished to a smooth 

surface.  This emphasized the grain pattern and helped create an aesthetically pleasing base that 

relates to the sculpture in shape, proportion, and color. 
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PLATE 3     “EMPTY GEODE III”  

BRONZE AND PADAUK WOOD         14”x11”



 

 

SECTION 2: SCHOLARS’ ROCKS 

 These sculptures are my interpretation of “Scholars’ Rocks”.  I used the terms “Shou”, 

“Zhou”, “Lou”, and “Tou” as direct inspiration for these sculptures.  I represented these stone 

forms in metal.  The idea of “displaced nature” and bringing “Scholars’ Rocks” into a room was 

what initially intrigued me and inspired me to create these sculptures. 

 The process became an integral part in the creation of these sculptures.  Each sculpture 

was made from pieces of Styrofoam that I laminated together, rotated, cut, carved, and burned 

until the desired surface was achieved.  The Styrofoam pattern was then packed into a resin-

bonded sand mold and metal was poured directly into the mold.  The foam was vaporized while 

filling the molds with bronze or iron, leaving an exact replacement.  This process is often called, 

“Vapo-casting.” 
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EROSION 

Meng, Black Pearl, and Mohu stones are specific types of “Scholars’ Rocks” that have 

been shaped by the process of erosion in water.  These stones, the idea of deterioration, and 

altering of the surface of a mass were the influences for this composition.  “Erosion” is my 

interpretation of a “Scholars’ Rock” that was partially buried in a river bottom with fast moving 

water altering the exposed upper section.  This is shown in the small, thin curved areas in the top 

section while the lower section is more massive, solid, and unexposed to the process of erosion.  

Padauk, an exotic hardwood, was selected for the base, and then a pyramidal shape was cut and 

finished to a smooth surface.  A base in this manner was approached this way to not detract from 

the sculpture.  Padauk was chosen for the relationship to the rust in the sculpture.  The form itself 

shows “Shou and Zhou” but also displays precarious balance, which is a design element I use in 

much of my other work as well.  The alternating rust and sealed iron finish relates to strata or 

layers of stone. 
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PLATE 4      “EROSION”    

IRON AND PADAUK WOOD          13”x6”x6” 
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MOHU STONE 

Mohu Stones are a specific type of “Scholars’ Rocks” that are prized by collectors for 

their pitch-black color.  Eroded by slow moving lake water, they often display precarious balance 

and pierced surfaces.  Diversity of shape and form is one of the most appreciated aspects by 

collectors, and also what attracted me to them.  My interpretation of a Mohu Stone was cast in 

iron and displayed on a Walnut wood base.  Iron was used because of its’ dark surface value.   

When iron emerges from the mold, it is still covered with carbon and has a dark color.  To 

preserve the darkness, I sealed the surface of the sculpture with not alterations besides a gentle 

cleaning.  “Zhou” or wrinkling is heavily expressed in the texture.  Thinness (shou) is depicted 

through the jagged extensions on the forms surface, between the strata, and in the small point on 

which it stands.  I burned a hole through the foam pattern to achieve “lou” (hollowness) and also 

to create a transparent (tou) opening through the form.  Awkward balance and an offset 

relationship between object and base are depicted.  I found this an interesting compositional 

technique which is specifically used with Mohu Stones. 
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PLATE 5     “MOHU STONE”    

IRON AND WALNUT WOOD         21”x10”x8” 
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MOHU STONE II 

 “Mohu Stone II” was cast in bronze and a black patina was applied to achieve the dark 

color prized by “Mohu” collectors.  Bronze highlights were polished to accentuate the difference 

with the previous sculpture.  A small amount of green patina was applied to reference lichen and 

also to set up a complimentary color relationship with the pyramidal Padauk wood base.  Even 

though the point of contact between sculpture and base is small, precarious balance is not heavily 

emphasized.  This sculpture has holes that pierce the surface in multiple directions, causing 

interconnections of negative space within the form.  This was done to break up the vertically 

positioned strata lines and reference “lou and tou”.  
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PLATE 6     “MOHU STONE II”  

BRONZE AND PADAUK WOOD               21”x7”x7” 
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DISCOLORED MOHU 

 “Discolored Mohu” was a reaction against preference for, “pitch black value” in Mohu 

Stones.  The result was a sculpture that corresponds to “Scholars’ Rock” aesthetic criteria but 

rejects values imposed by collectors.  My interest in these rocks stems from the forms themselves 

and their inherent sculptural properties.  I am more open to color than traditional collectors and 

do not feel that colors besides black would detract from the beauty of these forms. 

 Unlike the previous two “Mohu” sculptures which depict pierced surfaces, “Discolored 

Mohu” has an eroded hollow section with no other openings.  The color of the sculpture and the 

relationship to its’ base are major differences.  Although dark, this sculpture does not contain the 

desired “pitch black value.”  The golden value of bronze was highlighted as well as a subtle 

mixture of green and blue patinas.  The base shows a stark contrast to the sculpture while the 

other sculptures used a wood that related to the form.  Spalted Hackberry wood was used for the 

light value and heavy grain pattern.  The wooden base is slightly elevated by a slab of marble.  

The wood grain is vertically oriented as well as the strata lines in the stone.  I choose not to 

adhere to collectors’ traditional aesthetic values.  I wanted to question their values and 

emphasize the aspects of these objects that drew me to them. 
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PLATE 7     “DISCOLORED MOHU”    

BRONZE, SPALTED HACKBERRY, AND MARBLE      24”x9”x10” 
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ELONGATED SPECIMEN 

This sculpture references “grotesque stones” and was my interpretation of an unusual 

specimen.  “Elongated Specimen” presents a very different composition when compared to the 

“Mohu” pieces.  This sculpture focused on a horizontal composition while the other pieces 

displayed a primarily vertical composition.  The form is much thinner (Shou) and less massive. 

The texture of the sculpture emphasized “Zhou” or wrinkling.  Transparency and hollow areas 

(tou and lou) were achieved by burning holes through the Styrofoam pattern before casting.  

Precarious balance is depicted with the rock balancing on one point, which also displays negative 

space around and under the sculpture with a cantilevered composition.  The patina mixed 

minimal amounts of copper color and rust with the natural, dark value of iron.  This shows some 

contrast with the base but the highlights of patina bring in some of the values found in the 

elongated pyramidal Padauk wood base.  Although the same aesthetic criteria was applied, this 

unusual composition caused me to think of it differently than the others and give it a more 

descriptive title.  This difference resulted from the cast sculpture in its’ final state and my 

realization that this piece was no longer a representation of a “Mohu Stone”. 
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PLATE 8     “ELONGATED SPECIMEN”  

IRON AND PADAUK WOOD              10”x13”x6” 
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STRATIFIED STALAGMITE 

Conceptually, “Stratified Stalagmite” lies between the “Scholars’ Rocks” category and 

the “Geological Impressions” category of my thesis.  Combining these two areas has resulted in a 

synthesis of ideas approached in both categories and a fusion of “Scholars’ Rocks” and geology.  

The form is invented but relates both conceptually and aesthetically to the other sculptures. 

My interest in stalagmites themselves comes from my childhood interest in geological 

oddities.  When I was a child I went on a family trip to Mammoth Caves, in Kentucky.  I 

remember being fascinated by how the stalagmites and stalactites were formed, how they looked, 

and remember feeling somewhat scared by their unusual balance and the stalactites hanging 

overhead.  Much later in life, I saw similar formations that fascinated me while cave snorkeling 

in Mexico.  Those experiences spurred my interest in creating my own stalagmite and applying 

“Scholars’ Rock” aesthetic criteria to it.   

My stalagmite has a similar general shape to an actual stalagmite, but is very different.  

Actual Stalagmites are formed from dripping water that contains calcium carbonate.  “Stratified 

Stalagmite” uses strata to reference time and layering of sediment that has been eroded to expose 

these layers.  A similarity is the color of the sculpture and to an actual stalagmite.  A patina that 

is a mixture of white latex paint and vinegar, which allowed the rust to show through the paint, 

achieved this color.  Although invented, the sculpture is treated with the same respect as the 

others and is displayed like a “Scholars’ Rock” or “Grotesque Stone.”  Thinness (shou) is 

expressed in the alternating sizes of strata as well as the points that protrude from the form.  The 

strata and the rotated composition also suggest wrinkling (zhou) and create a consistent texture.   

The base was made from three layers of stacked and rotated wood meant to mimic the 

shape of the sculpture.  A red stain was applied and distressed slightly to give an aged feel and 
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reference the lacquered bases used for traditional “Scholars’ Rocks.”  The precarious balance of 

the sculpture and the decided lean convey an uncomfortable feeling of instability although the 

connection between sculpture and base is secure.  
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PLATE 9    “STRATIFIED STALAGMITE”  

IRON AND STAINED WOOD        52”x10”x10” 
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VERTICAL STALAGMITE 

“Vertical Stalagmite” is a type of stone that I invented.  Stalagmites grow vertically but 

from layers of dripped mineral deposit that build upward.  “Vertical Stalagmite” depicts long, 

thin, vertically positioned strata lines that could not occur in nature.  This sculpture is a synthesis 

of ideas from the “Geological Impressions” and “Scholars’ Rocks” sections.  “Shou” or thinness 

is evident in the overall mass of this linear form as well as in the strata lines.  The strata lines 

also display a wrinkled and folded texture (Zhou).  This cast iron sculpture embraces aspects of 

the Chinese aesthetic criteria while excluding a more traditional base.  

 “Scholars’ Rock” bases and the bases of my other sculptures had been refined and 

finished.   The treatment of this composition and its’ relationship to the base are a reaction 

against “Scholars’ Rock” display.  I selected a Walnut wood log, stripped the bark, sanded the 

top, and applied a finish to expose the grain pattern and growth rings.   This was done to make 

the base feel less, “man-made” and more natural.  The sculpture depicts my invented version of a 

stalagmite while grounded to a base that is an actual log. 
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PLATE 10   “VERTICAL STALAGMITE” 

IRON AND WALNUT WOOD           69”x12”x1



 

 

SECTION 3: OUTDOOR SCULPTURE 

 This series does not directly represent a specific type of rock but used actual stones as 

focal elements.  These sculptures are very different in scale, composition, and material choice.  

However, stones being present are a physical representation of where my concept began.  

Visually there are major differences with the first two sections although the thematic direction is 

the same.  Shou, Zhou, Tou, and Lou work in conjunction with elements and principles of design 

to create these sculptures. 

 Fabricated steel was the main material used with the addition of stones in a variety of 

ways.  Some pieces also incorporated paint while others used rust to illustrate the natural process 

of oxidation of steel.  The use of stone varies as well as the type of stone.  What was important to 

me with this series was that the stones were present and that “Scholars’ Rock” aesthetic criteria 

was applied to the compositions.  These works were also intended to be outdoor sculptures as a 

reaction to my interest in displaced nature and bringing it inside as “Scholars Rocks” often are. 
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SEMI-CIRCLE BALANCE STUDY #6 

 This is the sixth piece in a series that focused on using the semi-circle as the dominant 

form.  This sculpture depicts the semi-circle uncomfortably balanced on a curved base.  The 

form was left disconnected to display negative space on one side, and is separated on the 

opposite side by a stacked layer of river rocks.  Balance and form are the dominant concepts but 

“lou”, “tou”, and “shou” are also present.  Hollowness or “lou” was implied by the pieces 

themselves being hollow as well as the open sections of the composition where the circle is not 

connected.  These disconnected areas and the opening through the center of the form display 

“Tou” or transparency.  “Shou” or thinness is expressed through the thin, stacked stones in the 

top section.  The steel was rusted to create a contrasting value with the light colored river rocks 

and also to display the natural process of oxidation.  This is not a “Scholars’ Rock” although it 

expresses some of the same aesthetic criteria, and uses stones themselves as important elements 

of the composition. 
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PLATE 11   “SEMI-CIRCLE BALANCE STUDY #6” 

STEEL AND RIVER ROCKS        78”x32”x18” 
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SEMI-CIRCLE BALANCE STUDY #7 

 “Semi-Circle Balance Study #7” addressed “Lou” and “Shou”, but through a vary 

different composition than the previous sculpture.  The basic forms of the sculpture were 

fabricated in steel while discs of granite with polished surfaces were used as important focal 

elements.  Precarious balance and similar forms are depicted, although quite differently, with the 

semi-circle shape present, although less pronounced.  The natural material (granite) is very 

obviously manipulated this time and rust is seen only on the interior of the sculpture.  The 

exterior was painted gray to imply that nature was controlled or manipulated to an extent in this 

situation.   Although controlled, the application of a variety of granite discs as focal points shows 

reverence for the natural properties of these stones.  The stone focal points on the interior 

emphasize and bring the viewer into the hollowness (Lou) of the forms.  Leaving the two 

sections open on opposite sides shows the thinness (Shou) of the metal walls.  The orientation of 

the pieces leaves a negative space and creates “Tou” or transparency through the semi-circle 

itself. 
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PLATE 12    “SEMI-CIRCLE BALANCE STUDY #7”  

PAINTED STEEL AND GRANITE        89”x36”x25” 
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OPPOSING ARCS 

 “Opposing Arcs” used similar shapes as the “Semi-Circle” series but switched the 

orientation and has the forms leaning backwards against one another instead of creating a round 

shape.  Leaning the forms against one another emphasized a sensation of falling.  The red paint 

on the exterior and the rust on the interior were applied because they are part of the same color 

palate but still show a contrast between the inside and outside of the sculpture. 

 “Shou” is seen with the thin walls around the primarily hollow form “Lou”.  “Tou” or 

transparency was the most heavily emphasized aesthetic criteria.  The two sections are open on 

both sides with negative space visible through them.  Inside of the two forms there are round 

pipe sections and curved bars that break up the negative space but do not prevent transparency.  

The pipe sections alternate between hollow and filled with amber cast resin.   Either hollow and 

transparent, or resin filled and translucent, “Tou” is expressed to some degree.  The resin filled 

pipes contain two stones cast into them.  One is a polished black stone and the other is a type of 

quartz.  These stones were selected from my childhood rock collection and selected specifically 

because of the contrasting color.  Doing this showcases the stones in the translucent shapes.  The 

sculpture itself is supposed to act not only as sculpture but also a display mechanism for the 

stones placed within the castings.  The stones are an important part of this work but their use is 

less obvious than the “Semi-Circle” sculptures.  Making their use more subtle and almost hidden 

was intended to make the viewer search for them, contemplate their place in the piece, and spend 

more time with the sculpture. 
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PLATE 13     “OPPOSING ARCS”  

PAINTED STEEL, FIBERGLASS RESIN, AND STONES     89”x56”x26



 

 

CONCLUSION 

 In conclusion, creating sculpture that shows reverence for nature does not have to deal 

with natural materials directly.  Using artistic and industrial materials and processes can achieve 

the emotion I receive from nature.  My childhood interest in collecting rocks has reemerged with 

my discovery of “Scholars’ Rocks” and their aesthetic criteria.  This rediscovered interest 

combined with processes I have learned and refined throughout graduate school has helped 

produce a conceptually cohesive, yet visually diverse body of work.  Using concepts from 

geology, fine arts, and “Scholars’ Rocks” has led me to the creation of unique sculptures which 

transform these concepts of stone.  An object as seemingly simple as a stone has provided me 

with aesthetic, philosophical, emotional, and intellectual inspiration to create sculpture that now 

truly feels my own
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